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INTRODUCTION 
The Leech lattice and its group of all automorphisms (the Conway 
group SO), are interesting mathematical objects in their own rights. 
However, a new area has been opened up for the theory of finite simple 
groups by the discovery in the late 1970’s of a probable relation between 
the Monster simple group and the theory of modular functions (Thompson 
[14], Conway and Norton [2]). In this paper, we will show that live 
elliptic curves defined over Q, all having complex multiplication by the set 
of algebraic integers of Q(G), arise naturally from an investigation of 
a set of modular functions defined for each element g of -0. Those five 
curves are 
~1~=.x~+36~ (60 -60 -6,), 
JJ=x3+ 10’ (lo,, - 100, -lo,), 
y’=x’+6* (- 12H, 121, - Q,), 
+“3+32 t--18,, &, -l&d, 
and 
$=x3+ 12 (30,, -3O,, -3O,), 
where 6,, lo,, etc. denote representatives of conjugacy classes of -0 which 
give rise to the curves listed at the left of the classes. If the signs + 1 are 
removed from 6,, -6,, etc., then the names of those conjugacy classes 
come from the names of the conjugacy classes of the Conway simple group 
Co.1 listed in [3]. The classes 6,, -6,, etc., are the inverse images of 6, 
in -0. Often, X and -X represent the same conjugacy class in -0. For 
example, 2c= - 2= in -0. (See also Kondo [7] who first published a list 
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of all Frames of the conjugacy classes of -0. We follow Kondo [7] for the 
choice of signs + 1). All other conjugacy classes of -0 behave normally and 
give rise to curves of genus 0, hence rational. Possible relations between 
arithmetical properties of those live elliptic curves, the Leech lattice, and 
the fifteen conjugacy classes of -0 listed above have yet to be seen. The 
Mordell-Weil groups of those live curves are listed at the end of this paper. 
This paper is written under the assumption that most readers are group 
theorists. The authors thank the referee for his careful reading and 
suggestions for improvement. 
1. THE LEECH LATTICE AND RELATED OBJECTS 
Let /i be the Leech lattice, then n is a lattice over Z, the ring of all 
integers, of rank 24. The group of all automorphisms of n is the Conway 
group -0. Let q,(X) be the characteristic polynomial of g E -0 acting on A, 
then q,(X) is a polynomial of degree 24 over Z and so it is a product of 
some cyclotomic polynomials. Therefore q,(X) can be written uniquely in 
the form 
~(xr-l)", qZ\{O), 
where f ranges over a set of divisors of the order of g. The associated 
symbol rcg = IJ t” is called the Frame shape of g (acting on A). We use the 
Frame shape defined above to define 
vlg(4 = nvr(tz)” for rig = JJ t”, 
where 
‘l(~)=ql’~~ fj (l-q”), 4 = ezxi’ ) ZEH 
with H= (~=a+ b q-la, bER, b>O}: i.e., q(z) is the Dedekind eta 
function defined on the upper half-plane. If two cyclic subgroups (g) and 
(g’) are conjugate in ‘0, then the generators g and g’ have the same 
Frame shape. One can check directly from the character table of -0 that it 
has exactly 160 distinct conjugacy classes of cyclic subgroups of =O 
although it has 164 conjugacy classes of elements. It can be shown (see 
Honda and Miyawaki [S], Harada [4]) that sg(z) is a modular form of 
signature (k, N,, x,) where k = (x rJ2, N, is some positive integer, and xs 
is some character of order 2 defined mod N,. In particular, if (C r,)/2 = 0, 
then ~Jz) is a modular function. Since this occurs for 90 Frame shapes out 
of 160, there are more functions than forms of positive weight. 
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Next we will define, for each element g E ‘0, a modular form of the same 
weight (C v,)/2 by a completely different method. Let g E -0 and 
Ag= (kAl/l”=il}. 
Then A, is a sublattice of A which is determined by the cyclic group (g). 
Now define, for z E H, 
e,(z)= f a,, exizn, 
n=O 
where a,, is the number of elements ;1 in Ag with (A, A) = n, where ( , ) 
is the quadratic form defined on A. We note that e,(z) = 1 if Ag= {0}, 
which occurs for the same 90 conjugacy classes of cyclic subgroups of -0 
mentioned above. By the theorem of Schoeneberg [111, 19,(z) is a modular 
form of some signature (k, Nk, &) if rank(A,) = 2k even. In our case C Y, 
is even since the determinant of the matrix representation of g on A is 1, 
or one can check directly from the list of the Frame shapes of the elements 
of -0 (see [7]) that x I, is even for all gE.0. Clearly C Y, is the multiplicity 
of eigenvalue 1, and so we have C rr = rank(d,). Hence r~~(z) and e,(z) 
have the same weight, and the modular function 
f,(z) = @,(4/r,(z) 
can be defined. It can be shown directly that f,(z) is of some level Ng with 
the trivial character (see Lang [lo]). We thus obtain 160 modular func- 
tions f,(z) of some level Ng for g E -0. These 160 modular functions are of 
special interest and some of them are mentioned in Conway and Norton 
[2]. With the initial work done by Kondo and Tasaka [S, 91, M. L. Lang 
[lo] completely determined those 160 modular functions together with 
some of their properties. 
With fJz) = B,(z)/~,(z) and Ng as above, define 
rg= {A E P%(R) If,W) =fg(4}, 
k(H*/T,) = the function field of H*/r,, H* = H u Q. 
The list of allf, and rg is found in Lang [lo]. From it we first observe: 
THE~FCEM 1.1. 
all gE-0. 
The genus of the compact Riemann surface H*/T, is 0 for 
By the theorem above, k(H*/T,) = C(f,) for some f,, the rational func- 
tion field generated by fg over the complex number field C. If we choose jr, 
so that fg has a unique pole at co and its residue is 1, then Jg is uniquely 
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determined up to constants. We henceforth assume that J’, is chosen as 
such. 
THEOREM 1.2. We have [C(f,) : C(f,)] = 3 ifg belongs to a conjugate 
class of.0 represented by 6,, -6,, -6,, lo,, -lo,, -lo,, - 12,, I,?,, 
-12,, - 18,, 18,, -18,, 30,, -3O,, or -3O,, and CC(&) : C(f,)] = 1 
otherwise. 
Proof: This is the main result of M. L. Lang [lo]. Some part of the 
theorem had been dealt in Kondo and Tasaka [S, 91. 
2. ELLIPTIC CURVES ARISING PROM SPECIAL CONJUGACY CLASSES 
Let 52 be the union of the conjugacy classes of -0 represented by 6,, 
-60 -6,, lo,, -IO,, -IO,, - 12,, 12,, -12,, - 18,, 18,, - 18,, 
3Om - 30,, and - 30,. As shown in the previous section, if ge Q, then 
Ic(f,) : C(f,)l = 3. In M. L. Lang [lo], the relation between f, and & is 
also given as in Table I. 
THEOREM 2.1. For every g E l2, the extension C(f,)/C(f,) is not Galois. 
Proof. We can prove the theorem by case-by-case argument. 
Let g=6,, f = f,, andf=f,, then 
j-=(f’-9f2+81f-Sl)/(f’-9f), 
TABLE I 
Name of class Curve 
6, f= (f’ - 93’+ 813- 81)/(3’ - ?f) 
-6, /.=(33-932+93-9)/(3*-f) 
-6, f=(f’-9f2+63f+9)/(f2-lOf+9) 
10, f=(f’--232+ 183-4)/(3*-33-4) 
-10, f=(f3-2f’-23-4)/(J~+f) 
- 10, f=(f’-23’+83+16)/(3-43) 








-30, f= (3’- 23? + 43--aj,q32- 23) 
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therefore f is a root of 
x3-(9+f)x2+(81+9j-)x-81=0; 
hence 
x3-f’- (9 +f)( x2 -f’) + (81+ 9f)(x -f) = 0. 
Dividing by x -f, we obtain 
x’+xf+f’-(9+f)(x+f)+(81+9f) 
=x2+(+9-f)x+(f’-9f+81-ff+9f)=O 
The discriminant A of (2) is 
A=(f-9-f)2-4(f2-9j+81-~+9f) 
= -3f2+f2+ 18f+2jjj- 18f-243 
=81(f4-4f3+54f2-324f+81)/(f2-9f)2; 
therefore the remaining roots of (1) are 
Since A is not a square in C(f), C(f)/C(f) is not Galois. A similar argu- 
ment is applicable for all other classes of 52. 
By the theorem above and its proof, we can describe the Galois closure 
k, of C(f,)lWJ . immediately: namely k, = C(f,, dm) where A, is 
listed in Table II. 
TABLE II 
Name of class A,(x) Integral points (x, f y) 
6, x~-4~~+54~*--324x+81 
-6, x4-36x3 + 54x2-36x + 81 
-6, x4 - 54.x2 + 360x - 243 
10, x4 + 24x’ - 48s - 48 
- 10, x4 - 16x3 -24x’ - 16x + 16 
- 10, x4 +4x3 -24x* + 64x + 16 




18, x4+ 12x2-8x-12 
-lgC x4-8-x3-12x2-8x+4 
30, x4-12x2+24x-12 
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By the standard notation of the theory of function fields, we may write 
k, = C(x, JJ), ~1’ = d,(x), where d,(x) is one of the polynomials of degree 4. 
Integral points (x, +y) listed in Table II are on the curve y* = d,(x). The 
discriminant of d,(x) is easily shown to be nonzero and so d,(x) has four 
distinct roots in C (for all g EQ, all four roots of d,(x) are irrational, two 
are real, two complex). This implies that exactly four places of k, ramify 




where eP is the ramification index of the place P of k, with P ranging over 
the places of k,. In our case, [k,: C(x)] =2 and 
1 (ep- 1)=4(2- 1)=4. 
P 
Therefore we get g, = 1 for all g E Q. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let g EQ. Then 
(1) The function fieid k, = C(x, y), y2 = 4,(x), is of genus I. 
(2) The corresponding elliptic curve E, of k, has its j-invariant zero 
(i.e., j(E,)= 0). 
Proof. (1) is already shown. As for (2), we treat a more general 
case. Let y2 = f (x) = Ax4 + B-x3 + Cx2 + Dx + E E C[x], A # 0. Moreover 
assume that the discriminant off(x) is nonzero; then the genus of C(x, y)* 
y2 = f(x), is 1. There is a simple (but tedious) way to get a Weierstrass 
form of the corresponding elliptic curve E of C(x, JJ). 
Let E be a root of f(x) = 0. Set z = ~/(X-LX) or x = l/z + 0~; then 
y2= f(x)=g(z)/z”, 
where g(z) is a polynomial of z of degree 3. Set t = J:z”; then 
t* = g(z) = A’z3 + B’z2 + C’z + D’. 
Obviously we have C(x, y) = C(t, z), A’ # 0, and the discriminant of g(z) is 
nonzero. It is now straightforward to obtain 
t2 = 4w3 - aw - b 
for suitable a, b E C, and 1~ is a linear function of Z. The j-invariant of E is 
j(E) = 1728a3/(a3 - 27b2). 
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If we express all quantities in terms of the initial A, B, C, D, and E, we will 
get 
j(E) = 413/(413 -cl*), 
where 
I= 12AE+C2-3BD, 
J= 72AEC- 2C3 + 9BCD - 27AD* - 27B*E. 
The formulas for I and J also appear in Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer [ 11. 
We now apply the formula j(E) to conclude that j(E,) = 0 for all g E Q. 
Thus we have obtained fifteen elliptic curves E,, g EQ, all of which have 
complex multiplication in the ring of integers of Q(n). 
3. RATIONAL POINTS 
Let us consider the original curve C,: y2 = d,(x) for g E !& d,(x) is of 
degree 4 and is defined over Z. We observe that each C, has a fairly 
obvious integral point as listed in Section 2. 
On the other hand, Theorem 2.2 states that the corresponding elliptic 
curve E, has itsj-invariant zero. In order to get a correspondence between 
the rational points of C, and of E,, we will have to write each curve 
C, : ~7~ = d,(x), g E a a Weierstrass equation defined over Q. We note that 
the cubic equation obtained in the proof of Theorem 2.2 for each C, is 
written in a number field but definitely not in Q, since none of d,(x) = 0 
has rational roots. Since each curve C, has a smooth rational point as 
listed above, a general theory guarantees the existence of a Weierstrass 
equation defining C(x, .Y), y* = d&x) (see Silverman [ 121, Proposition III, 
3.1.). Moreover, the rational mapping from y* = d,(x) to its corresponding 
Weierstrass equation can also be written in Q. In [lS], A. Weil describes 
the following formula. First, write 
and put 
y* = d,(x) = ax4 + 4bx3 + 6cx* + 4b’x + a’, 
i = aa’ - 4bb’ + 3c*, 
j = aca’ + 2bcb’ - ab’* - a’b* - c3; 
then the corresponding Weierstrass equation is 
*‘=4q’-k-j. 
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Equivalently, one may use the constants Z, J of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer 
(given in the previous section), 
I= 12AE + C2 - 3BD, 
J= 72AEC - 2C3 + 9BCD - 27AD’ - 27B’E; 
to obtain 
I+++27Zy,,-275 
as the Weierstrass equation for 
y2=Ax4+Bx3+Cx2+Dx+E. 
It is, however, less obvious how to obtain an explicit conversion formula 
of the rational points of 
and those of the corresponding Weierstrass equation. Assuming that most 
readers are group theorists, we will show below an elementary way to 
obtain the Weierstrass equation and also an explicit conversion formula 
of the corresponding rational points. Considering that the Weierstrass 
equations themselves are known, we will make the exposition very brief. 
Let ~1’ =f(x) = Ax4 + Bx3 + Cx” + Dx + E be an equation such that 
A, B, C, D, E E k, a number field, the discriminant of f(x) is nonzero, and 
f(x) = 0 has no roots in k. Let k be the algebraic closure of k, and C(R) be 
the curve defined by y2 =f(x). Assume moreover that a point P, = (p, q) E 
k x k, q # 0, is on E. Clearly the second point P2 = (p. -4) is also on C(R), 
The tangent line to C(R) at P, is easily obtained and equals y + 4 = 
m(x-p) where m= --f’(p)/2q. The parabola y+q=l(x--p)“+m(x-pp! 
is tangent to C(k) at P1 if m is the same as above and 
I= (.f’(~)~ - 2q2f’W)/8q3. 
To apply the Riemann-Roth Theorem, we need one more notation. 
DEFINITION. L(nP) is the set of all elements of&x, y) that have a pole 
at P of order at most n and have no other poles. 
LEMMA 3.1. Under the same notation as above, we have 
(1) (x-p)’ If(x) - (m(x -p) - qJ2, 
(2) (-x-P)3 If(x)-(z(x-p)2+n7(x--p)-q)2, 
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(3) ifx,= (y+ q-m(x-p))/(x-p)*, then x,EL(~P,), and 
(4) ifyO= (y+q-Z(x-p)2-m(x-p))/(x-p)3, then ~,EL(~P,). 
Proof. The proofs of (1) and (2) are exercises. To show (3) and (4), the 
only points of our concern will be the places (points) at infinity. Let t = l/x 
and express y in k[[t]]; there will be two places at infinity. We can 
conclude easil that x0, y,, have no poles at infinity (t = 0). In fact, 
x0( co) = f Y A, yO(co) = 0. This completes the proof. 
As an immediate application of the Riemann-Roth theorem, we con- 
clude that dim L(6P,)=6 and so there exist A,, A,, A,, A,, Ad, A6 such 
that ~1: + A,x, y, + A, y. = A,xi + Azxi + A,xA + A,. That A;s are in k is 
a result of the general theory (see Silverman [12], Prop. III, 3.1.). 
We will obtain Ai by a direct computation. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let K =k(x, y) be a function field defined by 
y2=f(x)=Ax4 + B 3 x + Cx* + Dx + E E k[x] with A # 0 and the discrimi- 
nant off(x) nonzero. Suppose that a point P, = (p, q) E k x k, q # 0, satisfies 
q* =f(p), then there are elements x0, you k(x, y) such that k(x, y) = 
R(x,, y,) and which satisfy the relation 
4’: + A,x, yo + A, y, = A,x; + A& + A4xo + Ah, 
where x0 and y, are given explicitly as follows. Define 
m = -f ‘(p)/2q, 
(3) 
I= (f’(p)* - 2q’f”(p))18q3, 
n = C - m* + 6p2A + 3pB, 
then 
Moreover, 
x0 = (Y + 4 - 4x - p))l(x -P)‘, 
yo=(y+q-l(x-p)‘-m(x-p))/(x-p)3. 
A I= (B + 4pA - 21m)/2ql+ (B + 4pA)/n, 
A3 = - I( B + 4pA)/n, 
A, = - l/n, 
A, = /‘In, 
A, = IA/n, 
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and 
A, = - I’A/n, 
provided that the tangent line y+ q--(x-p) = 0 at (p, -9) meets the 
curve y 2 = f(x) at two more distinct points. (In the contrary case, (p, -9) is 
an inj7ection point or y + q - m(x - p) = 0 is a double tangent line. Both are 
unlikely events. Should it occur, however, plot more points, or find another 
rational point (p’, q’), q’ # 0, and start over.) 
ProoJ Define m, I, x0 and ~~~ as given in Theorem 3.2. By Lemma 3.1, 
[K: R(x,)] = 2 and [K: k(y,,)] = 3 and so K = &(x, 11) = k(x,, yc). 
The constants A,, A,, A,, A,, A,, and A, are determined as follows. 
Step 1. Evaluate (3) at CO (two places) to obtain 
A,= -A,A and A,= - AzA. 
Step 2. Evaluate (3) at the zero of x0 to obtain A,, A, as given in 
the theorem. The assumption on the tangent line is necessary here. 
Step 3. Evaluate (3) at the zero of yO to obtain A, as given in the 
theorem. 
Step 4. Evaluate (3) at (p, -4) to obtain A, as given in the theorem. 
As a direct application to Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, we have the 
following conversion formula for rational points: 
COROLLARY 3.3. Using the same notation as in Theorem 3.2, let (a, b) be 
a rational point on y2 = f(x) = Ax4 + Bx3 + Cx2 + Dx + E, then the corre- 
sponding rational point on yi + A,x, y,, + A, yF = A,xi + A,xg + A4x0 + A, 
is given by 
i 
point at infinity if la, b) = (p> q), 
(I, - (B + 4pA - 21m)/2q) if (a, b)= (P, -q), 
(a,, bo) otherwise, 
where 
Remark. Two places at infinity (one singular point at infinity) of 
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TABLE III 
Name of class General Weierstrass form 
6, 1’2 .6’/3” 
-6, 25346/14 




- 12,1 ,223 .122/42 
12, 124. 6212/32 
- 12, 2’3’4 12/l’ 






y’-2x~~-4y/18=x~/18-15x~/18-x/18 + 15/18 
y2 - 2xy/9 - 2y = x3/18 + 25x2/162 - x/l8 - 251162 
y2 + 2xy + 4y116 =x3/16 - 19x2/16-x/16 + 19116 
y2 - 2xy - 2y/5 = x3/10 - 7x2/10 -x/10 + 7110 
y2 - xyj2 - 2-y = x3/8 - 7x2/1 6 - x/8 + 7116 
y2 + 2xy + y/2 =x3/8 - 1 1x2/8 - x/8 + 1 l/S 
y’ - 2xy - y/2 = x3/8 - 5x2/8 -x/8 + 518 
y2 -I- 2xy + 2~13 =x3/6 - 3x212-x/6 + 312 
y2-2xy/3-2y=x’/6- 11x2/18 --x/6+ 11/18 
y2 + 2xy + y = x4/4 - 7x214 - x/4 + 714 
y2 - 2xy - 2~13 = x3/6 -x2/2 - x/6 + l/2 
y’-xy-2y=x’/4-x2-x/4+ 1 
ya + 2xy + 2y = x3/2 - 5x2/2 -x/2 + 512 
j-2 - xy - 2y = x4/4 + x2/2 -x/4 - 112 
y2 - 2xy - y = x3/4 - ,214 -x/4 + l/4 
y2 = Ax4 + B,x3 + Cx2 + Dx + E correspond to ( + a, 0) of & + 
A,x,y,+A3y,=Aox~+A2X~+A4XO+A6* 
By Theorem 3.2, we can write the original curve y2 = d,(x), g E Q in its 
general Weierstrass form, given in Table III. It is easy to show that after 
the standard transformation x + ax + 6, )’ + y + cx + d, the elliptic curves 
above have the form y2 = x3 + (constant), given in Table IV, as we stated 
in the Introduction. 
We end this section by presenting the Mordell-Weil groups of these five 
curves, listed in Table V. We need a theorem first. 
THEOREM 3.3 (see Silverman [12], pp. 323). Let E be an elliptic curve 
defined over Q with j(E) = 0. Then 
(1) There is a unique sixth-power-free integer D mch that E is given 
bJ1 the Weierstrass equation 
E: y2=x3+D. 
TABLE IV 
Curve Conjugacy classes 
~~=x~+36~ (‘X3 --6,, -6,) 
y2=x3+ 102 (lo,, -lo,, -10,) 
y2=x3+62 c-12,, 120 -12,) 
y2=x3+32 (- 18,, 180 - 18,) 
yzx3+12 1300, -3o,, -30,) 
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TABLE V 
Curve Mordell-Weil group 
~~=xj+36~ z+((O,36))-Z+Zi’3Z 
y2=x3+ 102 z + ((0, LO)) = z + z/32 
y’=x3+(j2 z+((O,6))~Z+Z/‘3Z 
!‘2=x3+32 z+((o,3))2.z+2:3z 
1.2=s3+ 1’ ((23)) --Z/62 
(2) The torsion group of E = E,,,(Q) is given by 
fl if D is not a square or cube 
EmAQ I= z/2’ 
if D is a cube, D # 1 
z/32 if D is a square, D # I 
Z/62 if D = 1 or -432. 
By the theorem above and the work done by Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer 
[ 1] and by Stephens [ 131, we have Table V. 
Remark 1. The set of fifteen curves in Table II and in Table III is 
reduced to the set of five curves in Table IV. As first observed by Koike 
[6], the set of fifteen Frame shapes is divided into five equivalence classes 
(each of which has three Frame shapes) by some Atkin-kehner involution. 
From this observation, it can be concluded that there are only five curves 
over Q. But we do not discuss the details here. 
Remark 2. All live curves are isomorphic over C since all have the 
j-invariants equal to zero. But they are nonisomorphic over Q. Therefore, 
the curves could (and actually do in some cases) have different 
Mordell-Weil groups. 
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